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Abstract: Cybersecurity risk is a common risk that companies must pay attention with. In the fiscal year 2017, Equifax suffered a serious cybersecurity incident. The cybersecurity incident brought a series of damage to the company operation. In order to better carry out cybersecurity risk management and risk avoidance, this paper starts with the classification of cybersecurity risks, analyses the consequences of cyber attack from financial perspective and operational perspective, and summarizes the solutions from the macro strategy and micro strategy.

1. Introduction

According to the Equifax 2017 annual report, Equifax, a leading company which provides payroll-related and human resource management business, suffered a serious cybersecurity incident. Criminals got unauthorized access to Equifax’s network through cyber attack, and stole the personal information of Equifax’s consumers, such as names, Social Security numbers, birth dates. Even more seriously, criminals stole around 209,000 U.S and Canadian consumers’ credit card numbers. This event brought very harmful consequences for the Equifax. In the 2018, Equifax reported operating income decreasing from 831 million dollars to 448 million dollars[1]. The cyber attack resulted 50 percent decrease revenue. Because of numbers of similar cybersecurity incidents that happened in the past years, the cyber attack risk now becomes one of the biggest problem which brings a sense of fear and costs millions dollar loss to the financial institution and companies. In order to understand better about the effects of cyber attack, this paper will introduce the which types of institutions that have large probability to experience attack and conclude effects of cyber attack on the finical institutions and companies and find ways to help finical institutions to cut loss.

2. The Background of Cybersecurity Risk

2.1. What Is Cybersecurity Risk

In current, cybersecurity risk is a very common risk that companies must pay attention with. Otherwise, it can bring very serious problems to that company. According to the Larry Satucci, Cyber security risk is defined as any risk of financial loss, disruption, or damage to the reputation of an organization from a failure of its information technology systems” [2]. Basically, cyber security
risk is a risk that hacks can stole valued information. If information were stolen, that event will harmfully affect companies’ operation and hurt companies’ reputations.

2.2. The Classification of Cybersecurity Risk

The CERT Program developed a taxonomy of cyber security risks for the all companies. It concluded cyber security risks in four main classes: 1. actions of people, 2. systems and technology failures. 3. failed internal process. 4. external events. The CERT program also decomposed these four classes into many subclasses [3]. Basically, the CERT program divided cyber security risk into four divisions through analyzing the instances that result cyber risk. First, that the companies’ management neglect and inaction about the cyber risk can result the cyber security risks. Second, the companies’ backward cyber system can make companies very vulnerable to the cyber attack. Third, lack of processes such as monitoring cybersecurity, controlling the cyber system, and updating the new technology can result cyber security risk. The last, some external factor, such as, natural disaster, business issues, and legal issues can attract cyber attack to the companies. Moreover, Shinichi Kamiya concluded which types of firms have more chances getting cyber attacks. Hackers target firms that hackers can get valuable information, such as the finical institutions, finical agencies. Second, firms that have more intangible and highly valued assets have large chance suffering cyber risk. Third, Hackers may also target on the firms which have less attention on the cyber security management. In addition, firms with the monopoly profits can get cyber attack more often [4].

3. The Consequences of Cyber Attacks on Businesses

In order to fully understand the adverse consequences of cyber attacks, this paper analyzed Equifax and Yahoo’ operation performances through their balance sheet, income statements, and cash flow statements.

3.1. The Consequences of Cyber Attack from Financial Perspective

Cyber attacks lead company losing billions dollars. Equifax and Yahoo had some common characteristics. First, they all engaged in the losing profit and decreasing their stock value. For examples, Equifax’s operating income dropped from 831.7 million dollars in 2017 to 448 million dollars in 2018. The operating margin drop from 24.7% to 13.1 %. Moreover, Target also decreased in its EBIT. In the year 2014, Target’s EBIT growth is -11.3% [5]. Those numbers indicate that successful cyber attack will hurt the companies’ financial performance. Moreover, successful cyber attack also will increase the cost of the companies. For example, Equifax spend around 70 million dollars to offset their customers’ losses because the cyber attack. Even more serious, Yahoo is still struggling with their cybersecurity from year 2013.

Through above analysis, we got conclusion that cyber attacks have big impact on the companies’ operational and financial performances. All companies have decreased their EBIT, their ROA, and their stock prices. Those companies lose tons of money because of the cyber attack. Moreover, companies have to spend more money to eliminate the effects of cyber attack.

3.2. The Consequences of Cyber Attack from Operational Perspective

This paper will mainly introduce the operational challenges that Equifax has to overcome. After 2017 cyber security incident, Equifax have faces three operational challenges. First, their
reputations were damaged. According to the Wall street journal in 2017, the Equifax has stunned many consumers who are suddenly aware of their own vulnerability to the country’s financial plumbing [6]. Many customers and stakeholders suspend the securities of their businesses. If they cannot gain their reputations back, it will result negative impact on Equifax business. Second, their ISO certifications were suspended. It is very important for their business. If they fail to maintain or regain these certifications, they may stop doing business, and cannot to get new business. Third, Equifax spend abundant money and provided free services to assist their customers who were effected by the cyber attack. For example, Equifax provided free services for their impacted consumers to monitor their credit and identity information in the U.S. Moreover, Equifax also faced many lawsuits. Government officials and agencies invested and created several claims. Those claims and investigations brought significant external and internal legal costs and expenses. If Equifax were unable to obtain sufficient financing to meet their obligations as the time duo, those claims and investigations fee would adversely effect their business. Not only Equifax needs to face those challenges, but also other companies who suffered from cyber attacks will face those problems. Those problems can significant adversely affect company’s operational performance, and damage companies’ profits. In order to avoid the big losses from cyber attack, what the companies should do?

4. Solutions and Further Questions

Faced with such huge losses, companies have to find out ways to reduce the losses and to reinvigorate. Following passages will introduce some advises before the cyber risk, and remedy for losses after cyber attack.

Federal Financial Regulators gave some enhancements of the cyber risk management on the Oct 16, 2016. It suggested that cyber risk management into three independent functions: Business units, independent risk management, and audit [7]. The business units should know how to manage those risks; Independent risk management should have its owe line to reporting to the board about the cyber security risk; Audit should have an audit plan to decide whether companies’ risk control is rational. This is the whole functions for the company. For more specifically, business units should attach the importance to the cybersecurity risk. Business units should also fully understand the ways to cope with the aftermath of the cyber attack. Independent risk management should assess the cyber risk quantitatively through the company. Audit should design the experiments to test the vulnerability assessments with the size of companies, the types of operations, and the likelihood of occurrence.

For the macro-strategy, companies should establish a board to monitor the inherent cybersecurity risks. In addition, those board of directors should have adequate expertise in cybersecurity in order to fully accomplished their duties. For example, the Jet Propulsion laboratory of NASA has designed a board with independent technical experts. Those experts should decide the cycle of the risk happened. Then, they set meeting once or twice a year. The reason of the meeting is to “forcing engineers to think about whether they have the sufficiently considered likely failures and defects”. For cybersecurity risk management, company can do the same [8]. Company should set a board meeting periodically, and board should discuss about the failures and defects of their progress of managing cybersecurity risk. Company should also hire agencies who can ensure the governance. James Fox, a leading authority on cybersecurity in the Financial services industry also shared his idea to help controlling the cybersecurity risk management [9]. He suggested firm should have a cybersecurity risk management plan first, and then firms should fully execute the plane. Firm should also establish a simple and fully risk appetite statement and based on the risk appetite.
statement to allocate investment dollars for the cybersecurity risk. This risk appetite statements will help company to minimize the costs and also help company to control the cybersecurity risk as much as possible.

Companies should also develop some micro strategy based on their companies’ circumstances. There are five steps that leading regulators in financial markets have given out the cybersecurity guidelines [10]. The financial industry regulatory Authority suggested firms to layer several independent securities to control company’s IT system. It also suggested to restrict the numbers of employees to access their database. Also it suggested companies to make complicated security code to protect their data. In addition, firm should find a third party to test any potential cybersecurity weakness. It will help firm to find the insufficient of controlling cybersecurity. For example, some information system security association will help company to managing cybersecurity risk.

Moreover, buying cybersecurity insurance is one of the most helpful way to decrease the losses. Cyber insurance may cover the damages that cybercrimes created and may also cover the customers’ losses. Some argued that buying cyber insurance will increase the cost of company a lot, and the insurance could not fully cover the companies’ losses. However, in the Equifax case, during the year ended December 31, 2017, Equifax had $125 million of cybersecurity insurance coverage to limit their losses that related to the cybersecurity attack [11]. Although those 125 million could not cover all the losses, but it really helped Equifax to reduce their losses. Cyber insurance helps company to transfer its risks to insurance companies. Those cyber insurance policies can cover many perspectives of losses, such as credit tracking, media responsibility, computerized data loss and its recovery, lawsuit compensation, and etc.

Through above analysis, in order to prevent the cybersecurity risk, company should understand how cybersecurity management works and understand three functions which include business units, independent management and audit. Then from macro perspective, company should set boards, build plan and risk appetites. Boards can help monitoring companies to execute the plane and risk appetites. For more specific, companies should follow above five steps to prevent the cybersecurity risk. Moreover, buying cybersecurity insurance will help company to mitigate the losses that cyber attack resulted.

5. Conclusion

Cybersecurity risk is one of the harmful risks for the companies. Companies need to pay attention and prevent this risk in the future. This paper introduced the cybersecurity risk’s definition, and the classification of the cybersecurity risk. Moreover, this paper had an analysis about the consequences that cyber attacks lead. Last, it gave some advices to prevent the cybersecurity risk and to mitigate the losses from the cyber attacks. Cybersecurity risk is unavoidable problem in the company risk management, if companies fully understand the risk and take precautionary measures, companies can minimize the losses and prevent future cyber attack.
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